
WINE CELLARS

REVIVAL | NEXUS | OMNIA | LUXE



ELEGANCE 
INSPIRES

INSPIRING WINE CELLARS BUILT 
WITH GENUINE BRONZE

Discover heritage-grade  wine cellars, handcrafted for 
the discerning individual and exuding the irresistible 
warmth and natural character of bronze.

We cherish the timeless value of bronze 
as we build upon a tradition of excellence 
centuries in the making. Everything we 
create is tailored to the needs of owners, 
designers and architects. Culminating 
in distinctive designs that innovate and 
inspire. 

When you choose Renaissance Genuine 
Solid Bronze, you’re choosing exceptional 
elegance, expert craftsmanship and 
enduring value. You’re choosing the very 
things bronze embodies. 

Renaissance 
Genuine Solid 
Bronze specializes in 
bespoke architectural 
bronze products 
for luxury homes 
and commercial 
properties. 



WHY  
BRONZE?

When it comes to substance, strength and style, 
nothing is as true or time-tested as bronze. Luxurious 
luster, dependable durability have made it a material 
for the ages.

Our hand-crafted, high-quality wine cellars 
withstand changes in temperature and 
humidity without corroding, cracking, or 
losing their visual appeal. 

Moreover, our Revival, Nexus, Omnia and 
Luxe product lines are all custom-built to 
fit the exact specifications of your space.

It’s much more 
resistant to 
adverse conditions 
than traditional 
alternatives and 
unlike aluminum or 
steel, it doesn’t rust 
or degrade. 

NOTHING IS AS ELEGANT AS BRONZE



CUSTOM LUXURY  
AT ITS FINEST

NOTHING FITS BETTER 
THAN CUSTOM

Revival

Completely new and designed to 
complement the most contemporary 
spaces, Revival features an Angle 
Frame and insulated glass to offer crisp 
lines, a narrow profile and premium 
protection with no division bars. 

Nexus & Omnia

Convenient configurations make Nexus 
and Omnia the perfect platforms for 
customization – and are the most 
popular choices. Unified-size doors, 
sidelights, transoms, insulated glass, 
thermally broken frames and a range 
of patina finishes allow for seamless 
integration into any interior.

Luxe

Crafted for the most discerning, Our 
Luxe Line is for commissioned projects, 
with the only prerequisite being bronze. 
Luxe cellars have included glass floors, 
mirrored ceilings, and bronze wine racks.
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